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Companies operating in different sectors and of different sizes have already 

highlighted the great benefits that Business-to-Business (B2B) data sharing pre-

sents to enhance their activities [5]. These include, among others, the improve-

ment in the design of their products and services as well as the generation of 

new business models. Thus, the European Commission is promoting the crea-

tion of distributed and collaborative European Data Spaces [8] in which data 

owners could provide their data to end users under specific restrictions in a 

trustworthy way. As a result, data economy, competitiveness and innovation 

would be boosted at European level. 

One of the main factors that may jeopardize the adoption of data spaces is the 

reluctance of data owners to share their data. This is motivated by the fact that 

they lose the control over their data once this reach the end user infrastructure 

to be exploited. Therefore, the self-determination of individuals and organiza-

tions regarding the usage of their data or also called data sovereignty [6] 

emerges as a fundamental need. In this regard, enabling technologies focus on 

the extension of Access Control (AC) towards Distributed Usage Control 

(DUC) [1]. However, the development of good quality DUC technologies that 

optimally ensures data sovereignty presents a set of challenges that must be 

addressed. 

The AC research literature [7] has already identified that the implementation of 

policies without mistakes or also called good quality policies highly impact on 

the quality of AC. This is due to the relationship that low quality policies have 

on the appearance of first, security breaches leading to unauthorized data dis-

closure and denial of legal access and second, performance issues requiring 

longer policy enforcement time. Understanding DUC as an extension of AC, 

the quality of the policies is further affected by additional challenges. In partic-

ular, the extended expressiveness of the DUC model and the complexity intro-

duced in the B2B policy implementation process are the most important.  

To face these challenges, guaranteeing the semantic interoperability is essen-

tial. The semantic interoperability ensures that the meaning of the information 

exchanged is understandable by any other application that was not initially 
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developed for such purpose. In this way, systems can combine the policies re-

ceived from several resources and process them by exploiting their underlying 

semantics. The natural way to achieve the interoperability of information at a 

semantic level is to annotate such information with ontologies or vocabularies, 

which allows to a better representation, structuring them and establishing for-

mal types, relations, properties, and constraints between them. Furthermore, a 

piece of information annotated with ontologies is provided with explicit and 

unambiguous semantic, which is key for ensuring a common understanding in 

data exchange scenarios. 

To make a more comprehensive analysis of the importance of semantic interop-

erability for good quality DUC, we present below a wind energy usage case in 

which data sovereignty is ensured by implementing DUC in a trusted IDSA 

(International Data Spaces Association) ecosystem. From this use case, we de-

scribe the issue that the expressiveness of the DUC model introduces for good 

quality policy implementation. Finally, we demonstrate how this becomes even 

more critical in the process of implementing B2B policies. 

Wind Energy Use Case 

In the wind energy domain, the wind farm competitiveness is closely connected 

with the maintenance of the wind turbines. In turn, the gearbox is one of the 

components that has a major impact on the wind turbine performance. Thus, 

sharing gearbox related data, which is often retained by wind farm operators 

and OEMs, with other stakeholders of the value chain such as the component 

supplier is of great interest, for example, to improve the component design. 

In Figure 1, we present a use case in which gearbox health status data is esti-

mated at the edge from condition data that has been monitored at the gearbox 

lubrication system.  
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Fig. 1. IDSA Wind Energy Use Case 

To promote the sharing of this data between a data owner and, for example, a 

component supplier, two IDS (International Data Spaces) DataSpace Connect-

ors1 are deployed and integrated in a trustworthy IDSA ecosystem through the 

Identity Provider. The IDS Connectors are the technical components responsi-

ble for the correct data exchange by providing data sovereignty through the 

implementation of DUC. On the one hand, in the role of the data provider, the 

IDS Connector is responsible for the implementation of good quality DUC pol-

icies for the resources described through a domain-specific Wind Farm Ontol-

ogy (WFOnt2) that is integrated in a Vocabulary Provider. For this purpose, 

policies are implemented following the IDSA UPL (Usage Policy Language). 

On the other hand, once the policy quality is ensured, both IDS Connectors in 

the role of the data provider and consumer are responsible for enforcing policies 

correctly. 

DUC Model 

DUC is about the implementation and enforcement of restrictions regulating 

what must happen to data [9]. Thus, as shown in Figure 2, it extends data access 

restrictions, called provisions, to restrictions that pertain to data processing, 

called obligations [3]. 

 

 
1 https://international-data-spaces-association.github.io/DataspaceConnector/ 
2 https://w3id.org/wfont 
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Fig. 2. DUC: an extension of AC towards obligations 

In practice, from the novel UCON model [2] to more recent models such as 

ODRL [4] or the IDSA UPL [9], AC models are extended by supporting the 

following features:  

• Context-aware control: permissions and prohibitions on data usage are re-

fined through different conditions. Conditions are Boolean expressions 

which, based on context-information, permit, or prohibit data usage if they 

are satisfied. Whereas conditions may apply to non-dependent domains be-

ing complementary, such as time or location, dependent conditions are 

highly expressive.  

 

• Action requirements: to further control data usage, permissions are refined 

by supporting duties that define actions that must be executed before and 

after a permission is granted. Furthermore, how these actions must be per-

formed is also defined by conditions in the form of Boolean expressions. 

As a result, DUC models become much more expressive than AC models. 

While gearbox related data usage may be controlled by policies refined through 

dependent and highly expressive conditions such as those related to time and 

expressed in time intervals (e.g., 2022-01-01 to 2023-01-01), specific events 

(e.g., maintenance), etc. different duties such as a payment may be included and 

refined by conditions defined in terms of a payment method, currency, etc. 

This fact further expands the probability of policies related to gearbox data that 

may not satisfy policy quality requirements such as consistency (permission 

and prohibition respectively implemented for an overlapping time interval and 

maintenance period) or redundancy (permissions for overlapping time periods). 

This leads to security breaches or performance issues. In this regard, providing 

a formal and common controlled vocabulary for the implementation of policies 

by policy administrators is of utmost importance for policy analysis. In the pre-

sented use case, this issue is solved by implementing a policy analysis method 

in the IDS Connector deployed at the data provider that analyses the policies 

implemented following the IDSA UPL such as those represented in Figure 3 

for time-interval conditions and Figure 4 for event-based condition.  
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Fig. 3. Interval-based IDSA UPL Condition 

 

Fig. 4. Event-based IDSA UPL Condition 

Policy Implementation in DUC 

In DUC, while the data owner implements restrictions on data usage as offered 

policies in its corresponding IDS Connector, restrictions on how data would 

like to be used are also implemented as requested policies by the data user on 

its IDS Connector. Thus, offered and requested policies are negotiated and final 

agreed policies implemented at both IDS Connectors so that they can be en-

forced afterwards during data sharing. 

To ensure the implementation of good quality agreed policies, both the offered 

and request policies need to be understood to be analysed at policy negotiation. 

Although in the presented use case, the IDSA UPL is followed for the imple-

mentation of policies, since a scenario where both data providers and consum-

ers use the same set of ontologies can be unrealistic, having a harmonized on-

tology ecosystem where different ontologies and vocabularies are aligned and 

interrelated helps overcoming the semantic interoperability hurdle. This would 

consequently avoid security breaches and performance issues on data sharing, 

thus providing data sovereignty through a good performance. 
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